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WHAT IS INTELLIGENCE?

• Ability to profit from experience

• a person's capacity to 
• 1. acquire knowledge i.e. learn and understand, 
• 2. apply knowledge 
• 3. solve problems and          
• 4. engage in abstract reasoning. 
- Dr. C. George Boeree

• Capacity to act purposefully, think rationally and deal 
effectively with the environment. -David Wechsler

• the ability to learn about, learn from, understand, and 
interact with one’s environment.



The Infamous “NORMAL” Curve



PROBLEMS WITH IQ MEASURES

 Reliability vs. Validity

 Designed to predict school achievement

 Criticized because:

 Doesn’t measure many traits that are believed by many to 
be part of intellect

 Score tends to be misinterpreted and misused



DOWN SYNDROME

 Children with DS do traverse the various 
stages of development in the same order

 There is a huge range of IQ points for 
individuals with DS

 This shows that IQ differences can not be 
ENTIRELY explained by an extra chromosome

 It is believed that IQ is related to parent’s IQ

 Environment can make a BIG impact!



JOINT ATTENTION

Sharing attention with another person

How can I help?

* Use preferred items

* Use a consistent cue

* Be obvious and exaggerated

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fc4PSuBC68k&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fc4PSuBC68k&feature=related


OBJECT PERMANENCE

Objects exist even when they cannot be seen

How can I help?

* Start by searching for hidden people

* Practice finding hidden objects

* Increase in complexity as your child develops

* Do not try to trick your child



CAUSE AND EFFECT

Actions have impact on the environment

How can I help?

* Provide your child with a sense of 
instrumentality

* Give your child clear routines

* Play with toys that have a definite 
cause&effect



MEANS END

Creating and executing planned actions

How can I help?

* Create opportunities in the environment

* Block access

* Demonstrate how to use tools



IMITATION SKILLS

Copying the behavior of others

How can I help?

* Imitation with objects

* Gross motor imitation

* Vocal imitation

* Oral motor imitation

* Fine motor imitation



VISUAL SKILLS

Using the eyes to attend, track, and scan 

How can I help my child?

* Add sounds to gain attention

* Use visually interesting objects

* Place objects in different positions

* Teach matching



MEMORY

Ability to store and recall information

How can I help?

* Provide consistent clear routines

* Use language to connect concepts

* Use visual prompts



SENSORY SKILLS

Receiving sensory messages and producing a 
response

How can I help?

* Give opportunity to use different senses in       
different ways

* Don’t use sensory strategies to stop behavior

* Introduce new sensory experiences carefully



COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Understanding and Expressing Ideas

How can I help?

* Teach “good” Signs and Nonvocal strategies

* Consider Function of communication

* Offer choices

* Narrate



Beware of Learned Helplessness



E xpose

Gradually probe and give prompts 

Generalize



EXPOSE

• No demand!

• Select topics that are developmentally
appropriate or interesting to the child

• Use rapid presentation

• Be consistent



GRADUALLY PROBE AND GIVE PROMPTS

 Look for understanding

 Errorless learning

 Prompting

 Fading



GENERALIZATION

 Teach loosely

 Teach in a variety of settings

 Teach with a variety of items

 Teach with different people



THANK YOU!

Interested in learning more or in a 
consult/training?

Contact us @

www.advancebehavior.com

Or like us on facebook

www.facebook.com/advancebehavior

http://www.advancebehavior.com
http://www.facebook.com/advancebehavior

